Comodo are in a unique position to be able to offer an industry first. Multi-Domain SSL certificates. MDCs allow for the encapsulation of multiple domains within a single SSL certificate anchored to a public root certificate pre-distributed in over 99.3% of the worlds web browsers allowing 256 bit session encryption.

MDCs for shared hosting environments offer tremendous value adding solving the name mismatch issues seen when Non-MDCs are used.

As a leading global provider of IT Infrastructure and security solutions, the Comodo group of companies delivers a broad range of critical infrastructure services and solutions making the Internet and telecommunications networks more intelligent, reliable, and secure. Maintaining an intense focus on customers who derive strategic value from their business infrastructures has paved the way for a diverse yet perfectly synergistic portfolio of security focused solutions and services. Expertise with Digital Certificate life cycle management facilitates a portfolio of certificate issuance tools able to provide infinitely scaleable security deployment to individuals and enterprises alike. Comodo are the worlds 2nd largest and fastest growing High Assurance Certification Authority within the rapidly expanding market sector, securing over 160,000 customers.

Benefits to Web Hosting Providers offering shared hosting

- The only method to provide the security and assurance of SSL in a shared hosting environment without the risk of name mismatch
- Maximize shared hosting architecture with the ability to support more customers per box.
- Greater revenue opportunities to up-sell SSL to each hosted customer. As more and more customers look to SSL certificates for identity assurance in the wake of increased Phishing attacks, high assurance differentiation is a key requirement and is already supported by Opera 8.01 with Internet Explorer 7.0 due to follow.
- Access to Comodo’s industry leading management consoles & API systems.
- Full support and Technical Assistance
- High browser ubiquity certificate pre-distributed in 99.3% of the worlds leading browsers.
- Full warranty offered with all certificates.

Costs

- Pricing for Comodo partners - $1000 for a 40 domain MDC and $25 per additional domain up to 100 domains in total.

www.comodo.com